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Abstract: Neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (nOH) is a sustained reduction in blood pressure
(BP) upon standing that is caused by autonomic dysfunction and is common among patients with
a variety of neurodegenerative disorders (eg, Parkinson’s disease, multiple system atrophy, pure
autonomic failure). A systolic BP drop of ≥20 mmHg (or ≥10 mmHg diastolic) upon standing
with little or no compensatory increase in heart rate is consistent with nOH. Symptoms of nOH
include light-headedness, dizziness, presyncope, and syncope; these symptoms can severely
impact patients’ activities of daily living and increase the likelihood of potentially dangerous
falls. Because of their patient contact, nurses and nurse practitioners can play a key role in
identifying and evaluating patients at risk for nOH. It is advisable to screen for nOH in patients
presenting with one or more of the following characteristics: those who have disorders associated with autonomic failure, those with episodes of falls or syncope, those with symptoms upon
standing, those who are elderly or frail, or those taking multiple medications. Initial evaluations
should include questions about postural symptoms and measurement of orthostatic BP and heart
rate. A review of medications for potential agents that can have hypotensive effects should be
performed before initiating treatment. Treatment for nOH may include non-pharmacologic measures and pharmacologic therapy. Droxidopa and midodrine are approved by the US Food and
Drug Administration for the treatment of symptomatic nOH and symptomatic OH, respectively.
nOH is associated with the coexistence of supine hypertension, and the two disorders must be
carefully managed. In conclusion, timely screening and diagnosis of patients with nOH can
streamline the path to disease management and treatment, potentially improving patient outcomes.
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People with Parkinson’s disease or other medical conditions related to nervous system problems may feel faint or dizzy when standing up. These symptoms can be caused by a medical
condition called neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (nOH). nOH is caused when a person’s
blood pressure drops too much when standing up after sitting or lying down. Many people who
have nOH feel faint or dizzy, but others may feel tired, weak, nauseous (“feeling sick to your
stomach”), have pain in their neck or shoulders, or have blurry vision when standing. Because
of nOH symptoms, a person is at an increased risk of falling, which can potentially cause serious injury. nOH can also limit a person’s ability to do activities of daily living and/or impair
their quality-of-life because they have difficulty maintaining an upright posture. Therefore, it is
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extremely important to recognize and treat the symptoms of nOH.
If a person feels symptoms such as weakness or dizziness when
standing up, he or she should talk with their health care provider
(nurse or doctor). Their health care provider can easily test for nOH
by asking questions about symptoms and taking blood pressure and
heart rate measurements when lying or sitting down and standing
up. If nOH is diagnosed, the health care provider can then discuss
ways to reduce the symptoms. The first steps in treatment are lifestyle changes, such as drinking more water, increasing salt intake,
and doing recumbent exercises. If these measures do not help, a
medication may be prescribed.

Introduction
Orthostatic hypotension (OH) is defined as a sustained
decrease in blood pressure (BP) upon standing. Specifically,
after 3 minutes of standing (or 3 minutes of head-up tilt at
60° during tilt-table testing), a decrease of ≥20 mmHg in
systolic BP or a decrease of ≥10 mmHg in diastolic BP
indicates that a patient has OH.1 OH can result from reduced
cardiac output or the failure of vasoconstrictor mechanisms
from neurogenic or non-neurogenic pathologic factors.1–4
Importantly, OH symptoms can be caused or exacerbated
by a variety of drugs, including vasodilators, dopamine
agonists, diuretics, tricyclic antidepressants, and monoamine
oxidase inhibitors.1,2 Use of these medications is one of the
most common causes of OH. Other common non-neurogenic

causes of OH include venous pooling, hypovolemia, and
cardiac pump failure (Figure 1).2 Further, it is important to
recognize that the prevalence of OH increases with age, with
the observed OH prevalence in a prospective cohort study
increasing from 5% in individuals aged 71–74 to 11% in
individuals ≥85 years old.5
Neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (nOH) is a type of
OH caused by the failure of the autonomic nervous system to
adequately respond to orthostatic stress.1,4 nOH frequently occurs
in patients with a variety of neurologic conditions, including Parkinson’s disease (PD), multiple system atrophy (MSA), and pure
autonomic failure.6 Comorbidity of nOH with these conditions
can worsen negative effects on activities of daily living (ADL),
quality-of-life, and health care costs.7–9 Diagnosis and management of nOH can mitigate some of these negative effects.8,9
In addition to patients with conditions causing autonomic
failure as described above, there are other patients routinely
encountered in clinical practice that may also be at risk for
nOH and should be considered for screening.10 These include
patients who are reaching developmental milestones (eg,
adolescent and elderly patients, menopausal women) that
affect the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis; patients with
endocrine disorders such as diabetes, thyroid conditions, and
Addison’s disease;10 patients who have experienced acute or
chronic inflammatory conditions or traumatic brain injury;11,12

OH

Neurogenic
• Neurodegenerative disorders
(α-synucleinopathies)
- Parkinson’s disease
- Pure autonomic failure
- Multiple system atrophy
- Diffuse Lewy body disease
• Peripheral autonomic neuropathies
- Diabetic autonomic neuropathy
- Hereditary autonomic neuropathy
- Acquired non-diabetic autonomic
neuropathy
• Other
- Dopamine ß-hydroxylase deficiency
- Spinal cord injury

Non-neurogenic
• Hypovolemia
- Hemorrhage
- Dehydration
• Venous pooling
- Deconditioning or prolonged
bed rest
- Heat exposure
• Cardiac pump failure
• Aging
• Infection/sepsis
• Adrenal insufficiency

Medication effects
• Vasodilators
- Nitrates
- Antihypertensives (especially
α-adrenergic antagonists)
- Erectile dysfunction medications
(PDE5 inhibitors)
• Beta blockers
• Levodopa and dopamine
agonists
• Diuretics
• Tricyclic antidepressants and
monoamine oxidase inhibitors

nOH
Figure 1 Causes of OH.
Note: Data from these studies.2,3,10,21,80,81
Abbreviations: nOH, neurogenic orthostatic hypotension; OH, orthostatic hypotension; PDE5, phosphodiesterase type 5.
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patients with Ehlers-Danlos syndrome;13 and those with longstanding poorly controlled hypertension or sleep apnea.14,15
Because of their interaction with patients, nurses and
nurse practitioners are ideally positioned to screen for signs
and symptoms of nOH. Recognition of the types of patients
at risk for nOH and routine screening of these patients for
nOH symptoms can facilitate more efficient diagnosis and
management of the condition. This article provides a narrative review of the pathophysiology, prevalence, and signs and
symptoms of nOH, as well as guidance for the diagnosis and
management of this condition.

Methods
Source data
PubMed searches were conducted from April to August 2017
using the terms “orthostatic hypotension” or “neurogenic
orthostatic hypotension” combined with “epidemiology,”
“pathophysiology,” “supine hypertension,” “diagnosis,”
“management,” “pharmacologic,” “non-pharmacologic,”
“drug,” “fall,” or “treatment,” and were limited to the past 5
years and published in English. Additional references, some
of which exceeded the 5-year time period of the PubMed
searches, were identified while reviewing the articles identified in the original search. For this narrative review, specific
importance was given to guidelines, consensus documents,

opinions of relevant organizations, randomized controlled
trials, and large retrospective database studies.

Pathophysiology of nOH
When a person rises from a supine position to a standing
position, the blood distribution shifts to the lower extremities, with ≥500 mL pooling in the lower half of the body.16,17
This results in a decrease in BP and venous return.17,18 To
compensate for this shift and maintain normal circulation
and organ perfusion, baroreceptors in the carotid sinus and
aortic arch initiate a signaling cascade that evokes a sympathetic response from the central nervous system.16,17,19 In
the brain, the medulla sends a signal down the spinal cord to
sympathetic postganglionic neurons, triggering the release
of norepinephrine (NE).16,18 The release of NE stimulates
vasoconstriction and increased cardiac contractility and
heart rate (HR) (Figure 2). In healthy individuals, these
responses restore normotension within a few seconds of
standing.17 In patients with nOH, inadequate release of
NE blunts this orthostatic response, resulting in a drop in
BP and hypoperfusion of the brain.18,20 This hypoperfusion
causes signature nOH symptoms such as dizziness or lightheadedness, presyncope, and syncope; these symptoms put
patients with nOH at greater risk for falls, and, consequently,
fear of falling.18,21–23

Healthy subject
Autonomic nervous
system response
• Baroreceptor reflex
activation of the
sympathetic
nervous
system

• Normal compensatory
response
• NE release signals for
BP and HR increases
• Cerebral perfusion
is maintained

Patient with nOH

Supine
• Blood volume
distributed
throughout
the body

Move to upright
• Shift of ≥500 mL of
blood to lower body

• Insufficient NE response
due to autonomic
dysfunction
• Inadequate BP increase
and minimal HR changes
• Reduced cerebral
perfusion causes
symptoms (eg, dizziness
and lightheadedness)

Figure 2 Hemodynamics of postural change in healthy subjects and patients with nOH.
Note: Data from these studies.18,82
Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; HR, heart rate; NE, norepinephrine; nOH, neurogenic orthostatic hypotension.
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Prevalence of nOH

The mean age of patients with nOH is ~70 years.24 Prevalence
estimates suggest that nOH is common in patients with a variety
of neurodegenerative disorders.25 All patients with pure autonomic failure also have nOH.26,27 nOH prevalence is higher in
patients with MSA (75%–81%) compared with PD (18%–58%)
and dementia with Lewy bodies (42%–52%).25,28–32

Symptoms and clinical features of nOH
Common presenting symptoms of nOH include lightheadedness, dizziness, and the sensation of blacking out
upon standing. Patients with nOH may also present with
falls that may or may not be preceded by syncope.21 Other
non-specific symptoms associated with nOH include generalized weakness, lethargy, fatigue, nausea, leg buckling,
orthostatic dyspnea (difficulty breathing due to ventilation
perfusion mismatch), and visual blurring, as well as pain in
the suboccipital, shoulder, and posterior cervical regions of
the head and neck (called the “coat hanger” configuration or
“coat hanger” headache; Figure 3).1,18,21
Patients with nOH can also experience significant
orthostatic reductions in cognitive function upon postural

change.33 Poda et al33 performed cognitive function testing on adults with nOH in the 1) supine and 2) head-up
position on a tilt table. All patients scored in the “normal”
range in the supine position; however, patients performed
significantly worse (P<0.005) in the head-up position,
especially on tasks requiring executive function.33 This
nOH “brain fog” is distinct from cognitive impairment
caused by neurodegenerative disease, because all patients
in the study scored normally on the Mini-Mental State
Examination (part of the study’s inclusion criteria) and
normally on cognitive testing when not under orthostatic
stress.33
Some patients with nOH may demonstrate an orthostatic
drop in BP without experiencing any obvious symptoms.34
These asymptomatic patients may meet the diagnostic criteria for OH (≥20 mmHg drop in systolic BP and ≥10 mmHg
drop in diastolic BP) but not experience any symptoms of
hypoperfusion, likely because orthostatic BP remains within
the normal range despite the orthostatic drop. Conversely,
some patients do not meet the criteria for OH, but have low
mean BP (~75 mmHg) and thus experience some orthostatic
symptoms.34

Non-specific
symptoms

Generalized weakness, lethargy, fatigue,
falls, nausea, leg buckling

Cerebral
hypoperfusion

Dizziness, lightheadedness, presyncope,
syncope (loss of consciousness),
cognitive difficulties, headache

Retinal
hypoperfusion

Blurred vision

Muscle
hypoperfusion

Neck and shoulder pain
(“coat hanger” headache)

Myocardial
hypoperfusion

Angina

Lung
hypoperfusion

Orthostatic dyspnea

Figure 3 Signs and symptoms of neurogenic orthostatic hypotension.
Note: Data from these studies.1,18,21
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Impact of nOH on quality-of-life
nOH can have a significant negative impact on patients’ ability to function and on their quality-of-life.9 A recent survey
of patients with PD, MSA, or pure autonomic failure and
OH/nOH (or symptoms of OH/nOH) and their caregivers
conducted by Harris Poll found that both patients (59%) and
caregivers (75%) believed that patients’ nOH symptoms had
a negative impact on their quality-of-life; 65% of caregivers
and 40% of patients considered this impact “drastic.”9 In a
questionnaire given to patients with PD, 53% reported that
orthostatic dizziness had “a lot” or “very much” of an impact
on their ADLs.7
A major consequence of symptomatic nOH is increased
fall frequency. Fall rates in patients with PD range from 15%
in mild PD to 58% in more severe PD;35 comorbid nOH also
increases the risk of falling.23 In the Harris Poll survey, 57%
of patients and 80% of caregivers reported a fall due to nOH
symptoms in the past year.9 After adjusting for physical impairment, increased fall frequency correlated with a decreased
ability to perform ADLs and frequency of physical activity,
and increased percentage of limited ADLs, fatigue, and fear of
falling.36 Fear of falling can severely impact a patient’s day-today functioning and quality-of-life, leading to immobilization.
In turn, immobilization can lead to social isolation, more rapid
disease progression, cognitive decline, depression, nursing
home admission, and increased mortality.37,38
Health care costs for patients with nOH can be substantial.
In patients with PD, comorbid nOH results in a 285% increase
in days of hospitalization, a 156% increase in emergency room
(ER) visits, and a 256% increase in overall health care costs
in comparison with PD patients without nOH.8 Hospitalizations and ER visits to treat falls are also more common in PD
patients with nOH.8 The estimated cost savings for avoiding
a single fall (resulting in a moderate/major injury) is $24,866
(US dollars).39 The effect of nOH on patients’ quality-of-life
and ADL and health care costs highlights the critical need for
effective screening, identification, and management of nOH
to mitigate the negative impact of this condition.

Screening and diagnosis of nOH
Screening for nOH in various care settings, although not an
evidence-based practice, is strongly recommended based on
expert clinical opinion. Stepwise screening for nOH includes
asking key questions about patient symptoms, reviewing
patient history including medications, and measuring BP and
HR before and after postural change to evaluate potential
causes of OH/nOH. If warranted, autonomic testing may be
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performed to confirm the autonomic origins of the condition. Nurses can play a key role in this screening process
by recognizing which patients are at risk for OH/nOH and
implementing most of the screening (eg, taking detailed
patient history, noting relevant medications [eg, antihypertensives], performing BP testing). Most of this can be done
in ~10 minutes, and could be incorporated into a clinic
visit before consulting the physician. Efficient screening
for and diagnosis of nOH can potentially improve the path
to treatment and reduce the risk of serious complications
(eg, syncope, falls).
Recommendations of a consensus panel concerning the
screening, diagnosis, and treatment of nOH were published
in 2017.21 The recommendations detail the types of patients
who may be at higher risk of OH/nOH and could benefit
from enhanced screening (Figure 4). Briefly, patients should
be screened for orthostatic symptoms if they 1) have a neurodegenerative disorder or peripheral neuropathy related to
autonomic dysfunction (eg, PD, MSA, pure autonomic failure, dementia with Lewy bodies), 2) have unexplained falls
or syncope, 3) are ≥70 years old and frail or taking multiple
medications, or 4) report any postural symptoms (eg, dizziness, other symptom) upon standing.21
The consensus panel identified 10 targeted questions
that may be used to efficiently recognize nOH symptoms
(including type of symptom, frequency, and severity) and
their impact on functionality (eg, ability to stand and perform ADLs).21 These 10 questions are provided in Figure 4.
At minimum, the panel suggests that patients should be
asked “Do you have symptoms when you stand up or within
3–5 minutes of standing that get better when you sit or
lay down?”21 This question may be used when a detailed
assessment of nOH symptoms is not practical.21 The next
step is measurement of orthostatic BP. The patient should
initially rest in the supine position for ≥5 minutes. The first
BP measurement should be taken just before the patient
stands. Additional BP measurements should be taken after
the patient stands for 1 and then 3 minutes.21 A drop of ≥20
mmHg systolic BP and ≥10 mmHg diastolic BP upon standing meets the criteria for an OH diagnosis.21 Although the
supine-to-stand test is the gold standard for orthostatic BP
testing, some patients with limited mobility may require a
modified protocol. The sit-to-stand test substitutes the seated
position for the supine one, but otherwise follows the same
protocol as the supine-to-stand test.21 However, it is important
to note that the magnitude of BP drop may be smaller during
a sit-to-stand test; for optimal sensitivity and specificity for
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• Diagnosis of a neurodegenerative disorder associated with autonomic failure
• Parkinson’s disease
• Multiple system atrophy
• Pure autonomic failure
• Dementia with Lewy bodies
• Diagnosis of a peripheral neuropathy associated with autonomic dysfunction
• Diabetes
• Amyloidosis
• Human immunodeficiency virus
• Unexplained falls
• Episodes of syncope
• Elderly (≥70 years old), frail, and/or taking multiple medications
• Dizziness or symptoms that only occur when standing

Screening questions for suspected OH/nOHa
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Have you fainted/blacked out recently?
Do you feel dizzy or lightheaded upon standing?
Do you have vision disturbances when standing?
Do you have difficulty in breathing when standing?
Do you have leg buckling or leg weakness when standing?
Do you ever experience neck pain or aching when standing?
Do the above symptoms improve or disappear when you sit or lay down?
Are the above symptoms worse in the morning or after meals?
Have you experienced a fall recently?
Are there any other symptoms you commonly experience when you stand
up or within 3–5 minutes of standing and get better when you sit or lay down?

nOH diagnosis
• Supine-to-stand test
• Rest in supine position for 5 minutes
• Measure BP and HR just prior to standing
• Measure BP and HR at 1 and 3 minutes of standing
• Other orthostatic tests (ie, when supine to stand is not possible/practical or when
supine to stand is negative in patients with OH symptoms)
• Tilt-table testing
• Sit-to-stand test
• 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring
• OH: sustained decrease in systolic BP ≥20 mmHg or diastolic BP ≥10 mmHg
within 3 minutes of standing (or head-up tilt to ≥60° on a tilt table)
• nOH: OH AND little or no accompanying increase in HR (<15 bpm)
Figure 4 Screening and diagnosis of nOH.
Notes: Key question and diagnosis are presented in bold. aAny positive response should prompt further investigations with BP measurements. Partial data from Freeman
et al.1 10 OH/nOH Screening Questions (middle box) adapted from Gibbons CH, Schmidt P, Biaggioni I, et al. The recommendations of a consensus panel for the screening,
diagnosis, and treatment of neurogenic orthostatic hypotension and associated supine hypertension. J Neurol. 2017;264(8):1567–1582. Creative Commons license and
disclaimer available from: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.21
Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; bpm, beats per minute; HR, heart rate; nOH, neurogenic orthostatic hypotension; OH, orthostatic hypotension.

sit-to-stand, a modified OH diagnostic cutoff (≥15 mmHg
systolic, ≥7 mmHg diastolic) may be useful.40
Because OH may present differently depending on time of
day, meals, hydration, and activity level, the consensus panel
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symptoms occur, and at bedtime.21 A recent study suggests
that home BP monitoring (three consecutive measurements
in the seated position followed by one in the standing position two times per day [upon waking and in the evening after
dinner] for 3 consecutive days) may identify more cases of
OH than a single, clinic-based, orthostatic BP test; these
cases do not necessarily align with clinic-identified cases.41
When OH is suspected but not confirmed in the clinic, home
BP monitoring or 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring (with
patient/caregiver annotation of postural changes) may be
considered.21 In elderly patients, home 24-hour ambulatory
BP monitoring may be preferable to continuous BP monitoring in the hospital setting because BP tends to be higher in
the hospital than at home, resulting in misclassification of
patients as hypertensive.42 Twenty-four-hour BP monitoring can detect OH, even when patients are asymptomatic,
ensuring that clinicians implement an informed treatment
plan and counsel patients and their caregivers on appropriate
management.42
Evaluation of any change in HR from supine to standing (or seated to standing) can be useful to determine if OH
could be neurogenic in origin. Among many patients with
nOH, there is little to no compensatory increase in HR,
despite the drop in BP.18 Although HR may increase slightly,
especially in milder cases of nOH, these increases in HR
do not correlate with the magnitude of the decrease in BP.43
When the patient’s HR increases proportionally (>15 beats
per minute) upon standing but BP falls by ≥20/≥10 mmHg,
the diagnosis may be non-neurogenic OH.44 Non-neurogenic
causes of OH should be considered and excluded (Figure 1).
Tachycardia upon standing in a patient with OH suggests
dehydration, vasodilator use, or hemorrhage as a potential
cause of symptoms.45,46
In some cases, patients may have nOH that is exacerbated
by coexistent non-neurogenic causes (eg, use of concomitant
medications with hypotensive effects).21 Consequently, expert
opinion suggests that a full medication review should be
completed by a nurse or other health care practitioner (HCP)
for all patients with suspected or confirmed OH/nOH.21
The consensus panel suggests that a deﬁnitive diagnosis of nOH may be necessary when a patient reports serious, unexplained orthostatic symptoms (eg, syncope, falls)
and standard testing does not reveal nOH. Specialized
tests for this purpose usually require referral of patients
to centers that specialize in autonomic disorders.21 These
types of testing, including autonomic reﬂex testing (HR
variation during paced breathing), HR and BP responses
to a Valsalva maneuver, continuous BP response to pro-
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longed head-up tilt testing, plasma-fractionated catecholamine levels, and sudomotor function testing, may aid in
diagnosis.21,43
Despite the significant impact of nOH symptoms on
patient quality-of-life, a Harris Poll survey found that only
36% of patients with OH or nOH symptoms reported a formal diagnosis of either condition. Once nOH was formally
diagnosed, 70% of patients reported improved symptom
management.9

Treatments for nOH
Although BP abnormalities are diagnostic, expert opinion
suggests that normalization of postural BP is not the goal
of therapy.47 Rather, the aims of nOH management are to
reduce orthostatic symptoms generally, decrease the risk
and incidence of syncope and falls, improve mobility and
standing time, restore the ability to independently perform
ADLs, and improve patient quality-of-life.21 It is usually not
possible to achieve these management goals through pharmacologic treatment alone; HCPs should collaborate with
patients to produce a management plan that includes several
key lifestyle modifications as well as pharmacotherapy when
necessary.21,48,49

Non-pharmacologic measures
As an initial management step, expert opinion suggests that a
medication review should be conducted to identify agents that
may cause OH or exacerbate nOH symptoms; if appropriate,
such medications can be considered for discontinuation or
dose reduction (Figure 1).21 Additionally, the patient should
be evaluated for vitamin B12 deficiency or anemia; correction of either or both of these can help ameliorate orthostatic
symptoms.21
As the next step, clinical consensus suggests that patient
education and implementation of non-pharmacologic measures
are generally appropriate (Table 1). Patients should be counseled to avoid factors that may induce OH symptoms, including hot environments, carbohydrate-rich meals, and strenuous
exercise.21,50 Clinical observations suggest that patients can
potentially improve orthostatic symptoms by increasing salt
intake,21 maintaining hydration (specifically by drinking
water and not other types of beverages),21 and elevating the
head of the bed 6–9 inches by placing risers under the legs
or headboard (stacked pillows are not sufficient).21 A recent
study suggests bolus water ingestion before standing may be
particularly effective in managing OH symptoms.51 Compression garments that include the abdominal region and physical
counter-maneuvers may also prove helpful in managing ortho-
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static symptoms.51 Knee-high compression stockings are not
effective alone, but inflatable or elastic abdominal binders may
help ameliorate symptoms in the absence of leg compression,
especially in hot environments where full compression stockings are not practical.21,51 Patients should also be counseled how
to safely improve physical conditioning through low-impact
exercise (eg, recumbent stationary bicycle, aquatic workouts,
rowing machine).21

Pharmacologic treatment
If nOH symptoms are not adequately managed by nonpharmacologic interventions, clinical consensus suggests
that the use of pharmacotherapy may be necessary.21 Patients
who are experiencing syncope, near-syncope, or falls may
require first-line treatment with pharmacologic agents
alongside non-pharmacologic measures.21 There are currently two drugs to treat OH/nOH symptoms approved by
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA): midodrine
and droxidopa. Midodrine is approved for the treatment of
OH symptoms and droxidopa is approved for the treatment
of nOH symptoms.52,53

Midodrine

Midodrine acts through the α-adrenergic system to increase
vascular tone and BP, effectively raising systolic and diastolic
BP in supine, sitting, and standing positions.21,53 The prescribing information for midodrine suggests that administration
of 10 mg can increase standing systolic BP by 15–30 mmHg
in patients with OH symptoms.53 However, the evidence that
midodrine significantly improves orthostatic symptoms is
fairly weak.54–56 Standard dosing of midodrine begins with
2.5 mg up to three times daily (TID) at 3- to 4-hour intervals
(doses upon waking, before lunch, and at mid-afternoon) and
can be further titrated to 10 mg three times daily for maximum
symptom relief.53 Because midodrine also increases supine
BP, patients taking this drug are at increased risk of supine
hypertension.53 Patients should not lie down within a few hours
of each midodrine dose, and midodrine should not be taken
within 4–5 hours of bedtime.53 Expert opinion suggests that,
while taking midodrine, the supine position should be avoided
during all rest; instead, the patient should always recline in a
head-up position.21,53 Other common adverse events include
piloerection, paresthesia, pruritus, and urinary retention.53

Table 1 Options for the management of OH/nOH
Recommendations for patients with OH/nOH
Concomitant medications
• Avoid or carefully manage medications that can cause or worsen symptoms of OH/nOH (Figure 1)
Compression garments
• Wear abdominal binders when out of bed
• Knee-high garments are not sufficient; must be at least thigh high to be effective (compression: 23–32 mmHg)
Dietary changes
• Adequate hydration: eight glasses of water daily, plus two additional 8-oz glasses before prolonged standing
• Increased salt intake: up to 2 additional teaspoons daily
• Avoid carbohydrate-rich meals and alcohol
“Head-up” rest/sleep position
• Expert clinical opinion: elevate head of the bed 6–9 inches to reduce risk of supine hypertension
Counter maneuvers
• Contract muscles below the waist for ~30 seconds at a time to increase BP when nOH symptoms occur
Low-impact exercise to improve physical conditioning
• Recumbent stationary bike, rowing machine, aquatic exercise
• Avoid exercises that
 Increase orthostatic stress (eg, treadmill)
 Increase risk of overheating or occur in hot environments
Pharmacotherapy
• FDA approved
 Droxidopa for nOH
 Midodrine for OH
• Off label
 Fludrocortisone
 Pyridostigmine
Note: Data from these studies.21,49,51
Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; nOH, neurogenic orthostatic hypotension; OH, orthostatic hypotension.
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that patients taking droxidopa should elevate the head of the
bed, avoid resting in the supine position during the day, and
avoid taking droxidopa within 5 hours of bedtime.21,52

Droxidopa was approved by the FDA in 2014 for the treatment of adults with symptomatic nOH resulting from PD,
MSA, or pure autonomic failure.52 In randomized clinical trials, treatment with droxidopa resulted in significant
improvement compared with placebo in a composite of nOH
symptoms.57,58 These studies also demonstrated improvements in standing BP, dizziness/light-headedness, symptom
impact on standing and walking, weakness, fatigue, and
vision disturbance.57–59 In a randomized clinical trial of
patients with PD and symptomatic nOH, fewer falls and fallrelated injuries (eg, contusions, lacerations) were reported
in patients receiving droxidopa compared with placebo.60 A
2016 meta-analysis of the safety and efficacy of droxidopa
in nOH suggested droxidopa may have reduced efficacy after
8 weeks of treatment.61 However, in a subsequent 6-month,
non-interventional, prospective study of patients with nOH,
significant improvements in nOH symptoms, number of falls,
functionality, and quality-of-life were reported with 1 month
of droxidopa treatment, with data suggesting that the benefits
persisted at 3 and 6 months following treatment initiation.62
Droxidopa dosing is initiated at 100 mg TID and can be
titrated in increments of 100 mg TID until the patient experiences symptomatic relief, up to a maximum dose of 600 mg
TID.52 Because food intake can affect droxidopa absorption,
it should be taken consistently either with food or without
food.63 Headache, dizziness, and fatigue are the most common adverse events.57–59 A recent meta-analysis indicated
that midodrine significantly increases the risk of supine
hypertension (risk ratio, 5.1), whereas droxidopa does not
(risk ratio, 1.4).64 However, the prescribing information for
droxidopa indicates a risk of supine hypertension, so caution
is warranted. To minimize this risk, clinical opinion suggests

Blood pressure, mmHg

200

Off-label treatments
The drugs fludrocortisone and pyridostigmine are not
approved by the FDA to treat OH, but are commonly used
off-label to treat this condition. Fludrocortisone increases
intravascular blood volume and vascular resistance. 65
Although clinical evidence of its efficacy is limited and,
according to a recent meta-analysis, the quality of this
evidence is low, some studies have found improvements
in standing BP and other symptoms.66–68 Fludrocortisone
can also increase the risk of supine hypertension as well
as the risk of all-cause hospitalization in comparison with
midodrine.21,50,69 Pyridostigmine is an acetylcholinesterase
inhibitor that works by promoting cholinergic signaling
at the sympathetic ganglia during orthostatic stress21 and
shows some evidence of improving orthostatic symptoms.70
One distinct advantage of pyridostigmine is that it does
not increase the risk of supine hypertension.21,70 Because
its mechanism of action requires some function of the
autonomic nervous system, expert clinical opinion suggests that it is more likely to be helpful for patients with
mild cases of nOH.21

Supine hypertension in nOH
Patients with autonomic failure can experience overall large
variations in BP throughout the day, resulting in OH when
standing (ie, during the daytime) and supine hypertension
when lying down (ie, at night; Figure 5).3,71 In a study of
patients with PD, ~78% of patients with PD and nOH had a
nocturnal BP pattern consistent with supine hypertension.72

Nighttime (supine)
hypertension

Daytime nOH

150
100
50
0

Systolic
8 AM

12 PM

4 PM

Diastolic
8 PM

12 AM

4 AM

Time of day
Figure 5 24-Hour blood pressure variability in a patient with autonomic failure leading to daytime nOH and nighttime supine hypertension.
Abbreviation: nOH, neurogenic orthostatic hypotension.
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Because many of the treatments for nOH increase the risk
of supine hypertension, expert opinion suggests that it is
critical to balance the opposing treatments for both conditions.21 Hypertension carries significant long-term risks, but
the risks posed by nOH symptoms, particularly falls, can be
immediate and potentially catastrophic.21 Falls are one of
the most common causes of hospital admission among PD
patients, and can lead to injury, fear of falling, and increased
health care utilization and costs.8,73–75 However, studies have
found associations between supine hypertension and both
renal failure76 and left ventricular hypertrophy77 in patients
with pure autonomic failure, all of whom also have nOH. The
clinical decision regarding whether to treat nOH or supine
hypertension more aggressively must necessarily vary by the
individual patient.21
Based on expert consensus, patients taking midodrine,
droxidopa, or fludrocortisone should avoid a completely
horizontal supine position whenever possible and should take
the last dose of these drugs at least 5 hours before going to
bed.21 Among patients with marked supine hypertension, a
short-acting antihypertensive drug (eg, nitroglycerine patch,
clonidine) can be taken in the evening to alleviate this symptom.78,79 However, patients taking antihypertensive medication in this manner should be cautioned that OH symptoms
may be particularly pronounced during nighttime trips to
the bathroom.21 These patients should also avoid diuretics
and long-acting antihypertensive agents because both can
exacerbate symptoms of nOH.21,78

Conclusion
Because nOH substantially affects patient quality-of-life,
identifying individuals at risk for this condition should be a
priority for medical professionals across specialties. Patients
with nOH present commonly in many clinical settings,
including primary care and general practices. Unfortunately,
nOH may not be readily recognized because it is sometimes
viewed as a condition that only autonomic specialists see.
The recognition of nOH symptoms by nurses and nurse
practitioners can facilitate screening and subsequent diagnosis and management, ultimately resulting in improvements
in both clinical outcomes and quality-of-life.
Implementation of non-pharmacologic options to manage
the symptoms of nOH is appropriate as an initial treatment
approach. However, when non-pharmacologic management strategies do not adequately alleviate symptoms of
nOH, pharmacologic treatment is warranted. It is important
to screen patients with nOH for supine hypertension, a
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c ommon comorbidity that may necessitate tailoring treatment
approaches for each patient.

Abbreviations
ADL, activities of daily living; BP, blood pressure; ER,
emergency room; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration;
HCP, health care practitioner; HR, heart rate; MSA, multiple system atrophy; NE, norepinephrine; nOH, neurogenic
orthostatic hypotension; OH, orthostatic hypotension; PD,
Parkinson’s disease; TID, 3 times daily.
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